Unit 4:
- Oxford Progressive English 6, Unit 3
  - The Laughter Potion
- Oxford Progressive English 6, Unit 4
  - The Egg Collector's Surprise
  - The Yellow Emperor's Flood
  - Darkness (Poetry)
- Grammar
  - The Past Tense
  - Homonyms
  - Suffixes
  - The Present Perfect Tense
- 1 0. Stories from Shakespeare -Julius Caesar
  (1st Assessment)

Unit 5:
- Oxford Progressive English 6, Unit 5
  - Sight. Savers' partner is bringing eye care into the slums of Karachi
  - The Odyssey
  - The Blind Beggar Woman
- Grammar
  - Similes
  - Adjectives with the Suffixes -ible –able
  - The Habitual Past Tense
- 1 0 Stories from Shakespeare- Hamlet
  (2nd Assessment)

Unit 6:
- Oxford Progressive English 6, Unit 6
  - At Home in the Urban
  - Aesop's Fables
- Grammar
  - Asking Questions -using do, does , did and wh- words
  - Present Continuous Tense
  - Antonyms- using the prefixes un - and anti-
- 10 Stories from Shakespeare- King Lear
  (Final Term)
Subject: Islamiyat

Unit 4:
- Salah has been made my delight II
- Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) I
- Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) II
- Suratul Qadr

Unit 5:
- Sawm- A Pillar of Islam
- Du’a calling on Allah
- Facts about the prophets: Prophet Musa (AS) I
- Surat ul Zalzalah

Unit 6:
- Facts about the prophets: Prophet Musa (AS) II
- Khadija (RA)- Mother of the faithful
- Surat ut Tin

Subject: History

UNIT IV
Chapter-4 THE DYNASTIES OF THE DELHI SULTANATE
Chapter-5 VOYAGES OF DISCOVERY

UNIT V
Chapter-6 THE MUGHAL DYNASTY 1
FROM BABUR TO AKBAR
Chapter-7 THE MUGHAL DYNASTY 2
GLORY DAYS AND THE DECLS

Subject: Geography

UNIT IV
Chapter 4 AGRICULTURE (WHOLE CHAPTER)

UNIT V
Chapter 5 NATURAL VEGETATION (WHOLE CHAPTER)
Chapter 6 SETTLEMENTS AND THEIR INDUSTRIES
Subject: Science

1. Chapter 6: More about Dissolving
2. Chapter 9: How we see things
3. Chapter 5: Micro–organisms
4. Chapter 10: Changing Circuits
5. Chapter 4: Habitats and Food Chains

Subject: Urdu

UNIT IV
Chapter# 5  Fundamental Algebra
Chapter#4  Estimation and Approximation
Chapter#7  Algebraic Equation and Simple Inequalities

UNIT V
Chapter#11  Arithmetical Problems, Percentage
Chapter#16  Geometrical Construction
Chapter#12  Function and Graph
Subject: Computer

Unit – 4
   Chapter-6: More on Spreadsheet
   Chapter-7: More on Algorithm and Flowcharts
   Chapter-9: Computer Networks
Practical: Ms-Excel

Unit – 5
   Chapter-10: The Internet
   Chapter-11: Communicating through Email
   Chapter-12: Introduction to animation
Practical: Internet surfing / Email
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